
Students have begun learning about non-
contact forces. We have conducted several 

labs, including creating magnetic slime,  which 
allowed students to visualize magnetic fields.  We  

    are now moving on to examine specifics about some 
     individual non-contact forces — magnetic force, electro-    
               static force, and gravitational force. Students will be  
     expected to identify factors that affect each force and 
           describe the affect of each factor.  Upcoming labs 
          may also include an exploration of electromagnets! 
 
       During Achievement Period, we are nearing the end 
       of our scientific method unit and should be able to      
              start our sail car derby project before Thanksgiving  
             break. 

 

Nov. 1 — Study Tables 

  Art Club 3:00-4:30 
 

Nov. 4 — Daylight Savings Ends (Fall Back 1 Hr) 
 

Nov. 6 — Job Shadowing 
 

Nov. 8 — Study Tables 
 

Nov. 14 — 2-Hour Delay (Teacher Inservice) 

 Winter Sports Pictures 3:00 PM 
 

Nov. 15 — CHOICES Program 

 Study Tables 

 Art Club 
 

Nov. 21-23 — NO SCHOOL (Thanksgiving Break) 

Nov. 29 — Study Tables 

 Art Club 

Nov. 30—D.C. deposit due 
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I m p o r t a n t  d a t e s  

 Throughout November students will continue to 

learn about the American Revolution, U.S. 

Constitution and the Bill of Rights. The class will also 

discuss early precedents established by George Washington.  

The class will understand early struggles faced by 

Washington and will investigate the lasting impact of decisions that he 

 made during his presidency. 

         The Washington D.C. packets have been sent home and the trip will  

    occur May 9-12. The document will outline the rules for the trip, reasons 

   for losing the trip and the permission slips. We typically take around 100      

           students and 30 chaperones. If you are interested in attending as a chaperone 

     please send a letter to school requesting permission. On occasion we use a  

      lottery system to pick chaperones because of space on the bus. The $75 deposit 

      and papers from the packet are due back by November 30. 

CHOICES Program 

On November 15, all 8th graders will 

take part in a program sponsored by 

the  Educational Service Center. 

Various community members will lead 

small group discussions on topics such 

as respect, leadership, accountability, 

and  responsibility. Students will spend 

the day rotating through the activity 

stations. 

 



English 9: Students worked intensively as they  
ventured to analyze seminal historical  documents:  
Paine’s Common Sense and Jefferson’s as well as  

Stanton’s Declarations of  Independence. They  
created and shared a variety of digital rhetoric along with  
their Personal Declarations of Independence with a more contemporary  
and personal twist. This cross curricular assignment will lead to a close study  
of five famous American speeches, which would enable students to demonstrate  
a combination of critical thinking skills, knowledge, and collaborative practices.  
Students have been honing their writing skills as well as presentation skills as we  
continue to balance fiction and non-fiction each week. 

 

8th Grade English: Students have been working hard to hone  

their formal essay-writing skills, which have come in handy  

as we’ve begun to more deeply analyze several classic American  

and British short stories, as well as current event texts, in class.  

This month, we will begin our first book study, so students can  

analyze literary elements in a chosen genre. 

 

All 8th graders will make presentations to share their learning  

experiences after job shadowing on November 6, and we are  

looking forward to that! 

 

 

8th Grade Math 
We have been working on our Functions  unit for a 
couple of weeks now.  Functions are used to show 
the relationship between input and output values, such 
as income or expenses, over time. We will be working on 
identifying these relationships and then writing equations that 
could be used to make predictions based on the information from our  
function. Lastly, students will be identifying and comparing linear and  
nonlinear functions. They will also be asked to write a description or 
scenario of what might be taking place by interpreting the line of a graph.  
 
Algebra1 
Algebra 1 students will be transforming linear 
functions. They look at an equation in slope-
intercept form and analyze what changes have 
been made to the line by translating, reflecting, 
stretching or shrinking the line. The concepts 
learned in this unit will help students better 
understand the changes that are made to all types 
of functions, such as absolute value, quadratic, 
and exponential functions. We will be studying 
theses functions later on in the school year. In the 
coming weeks we will be writing linear equations 
in point-slope form and analyzing lines of fit. 
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